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Paradizo.com is proud to announce its new venture with The Society of 
Leisure Enthusiasts in a partnership that will create more opportunities 
for both travelers and vacation rental property managers and owners. 
Paradizo.com caters to the planning and booking needs of luxury 
travelers and TheSociety offers a marketing solution for the 
finest luxury vacation rentals around the world. Together, the Paradizo 
and The Society connect vacation rental property managers and 
owners with travelers seeking unique and personalized vacation 
experiences. 

 

Paradizo is proud to list The Society’s Global Bundle properties as part 
of The Society’s all-reaching marketing solution for vacation home 
managers. In addition to its over 7,000 vacation rentals already 
featured on Paradizo.com, the luxury travel portal looks forward to 
working with the luxury vacation rentals included in The Society’s 
Global Bundle. The Global Bundle allows vacation rental managers to 



expand their visibility on only the finest luxury websites through a 
single property profile. Paradizo was an easy fit into the Global Bundle 
portfolio as it is dedicated to providing a complete resource for the full 
vacation experience from the perfect luxury accommodation to 
exclusive travel services. 

According to Mike McFadden, the Co Founder of The Society, 
“Paradizo.com provides travelers with the most luxurious options on 
the market. This will be a great opportunity for our clients to gain 
more exposure and to maximize their yearly bookings.” Paradizo looks 
forward to increasing property inquiries for the luxury villa 
rentals included in the Bundle. Ollivier Jacq, CEO of Paradizo.com 
agreed, “I think Paradizo.com will make a valuable addition to the 
variety of marketing outlets that The Society offers its clients 
especially as we begin to see an increase in travelers utilizing the site 
as their personal planning tool.” 

About Paradizo.com: Creating a way for luxury travel companies to 
connect with luxury travelers. Paradizo has partnered with hundreds of 
the best luxury travel services in order to offer a comprehensive and 
an efficient planning and booking site for luxury vacations. The service 
possibilities are endless, ranging from the most luxurious vacation 
rentals to yachts, jet charters and chefs. 

About TheSociety.com: The Society of Leisure Enthusiasts provides 
vacation homeowners, estate managers and vacation rental firms the 
most complete one-stop-shop marketing solution called the Global 
Bundle. This premier offering ensures marketing exposure for all 
luxury vacation rental listings on the finest luxury websites, the most 
dominant vacation rental marketplaces, and social media outlets. 
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